non-rollover cases and negative for rollover cases. Acarman analyzed the rollover of commercial vehicles with tanks that are partially filled with liquid cargo (Acarman, 2003) . In this case, the frequency shaped backstepping sliding mode control algorithm was designed to stabilize and attenuate the sloshing effects of the moving cargo by properly choosing the crossover frequencies of the dynamic compensators in accordance with the fundamental frequencies of the slosh dynamics. Many studies have been conducted on turnover prevention of mobile manipulators like a fork lift. Rey described the scheme for automatic turnover prediction and prevention for a forklift (Rey, 1997) . By monitoring the static and dynamic turnover stability margins of a mobile manipulator, it is possible to predict turnovers and take appropriate actions to prevent turnovers. Here, the dynamic force-angle measure of turnover stability margin proposed by Papadopoulos (Papadopoulos, 1996) is employed. Also, Sugano suggested the concepts about stability such as the stability degree and the valid stable region based on the zero-moment point (ZMP) criterion to evaluate the stability for a mobile manipulator (Sugano, 1993) . In addition, the method of ZMP path planning with a stability potential field was suggested for recovering and maintaining stability . Based on the path planning method, the motion of the manipulator is planned in advance to ensure stability while the vehicle is in motion along a given trajectory. Furthermore, for stability recovery, the compensation motion of the manipulator is derived by using the redundancy of the manipulator, taking into consideration the manipulator configuration and the static system stability (Huang, 1997) . In the abovementioned researches for an autonomous mobile agent, the path and trajectory of a vehicle and a manipulator were given in advance and modified for rollover prevention. However, the path and trajectory of a teleoperated mobile agent cannot be given in advance since both of them are determined by a teleoperator at each time instant. Thus, it is impossible to analyze and prevent rollovers in advance. For a fork lift mentioned above, its path and trajectory were not known in advance since it was maneuvered by an operator. Thus, the previous researchers estimated the path and trajectory using the proprioceptive sensor data (internal sensor data) for turnover prevention. However, in the case where there is a potential risk of turnovers due to an abrupt change in the configuration of the ground, the proprioceptive sensor data is not enough to prevent turnovers. Therefore, in this research, a low-cost terrain-prediction sensor with a camera vision and a structured laser light is proposed for predicting turnovers at front terrain before the agent arrives there. With these predicted data, a turnover prevention algorithm is suggested with the quasi-static rollover analysis of a rigid vehicle (Gillespie, 1992) . A proposed turnover prevention algorithm (Park, 2006a) consists of a pitchover prevention algorithm and a rollover prevention algorithm (Park, 2006b) . According to the turnover prevention algorithm, the translational and rotational velocities of the agent are restricted for avoiding turnovers. However, the turnover prevention control brings about some inconsistencies between the intended motion and the reactive motion of the agent. For compensating these inconsistencies, we propose a force reflection technique based on virtual reality. A force reflection technique has already been used in various research areas such as medical surgery (Chen, 1998; Basdogan, 2004; Nudehi, 2005) , micromanipulation (Ando, 2001; Boukhnifer, 2004) , and obstacle avoidance of teleoperated mobile agents (Park, 2003a; Park, 2003b; Park, 2004; Park, 2006b) . In this research, a reflective force helps an operator control the agent without a turnover, where a 2-DOF force-feedback joystick is used as a Haptic device which can not only receive an operator's command from an operator but also send back a reflective force to him.
Teleoperation System
2.1 Supervisory Control In a teleoperation system, an operator, in principle, controls a mobile agent at a remote site using a force feedback joystick, but the agent needs to control itself autonomously for escaping dangerous situations like overturning. As a result of autonomous control, the reactive motion of the agent may be different from the intended motion of an operator. It is to violate the principle rule of a teleoperation system as mentioned above. So we analyze boundaries of safe motion of an agent without turnovers and allow an operator to freely control the agent within the analyzed safe boundaries. That is, the agent motion determined by an operator is restricted for turnover prevention only when the agent motion is beyond the safe boundaries. Thus, the resultant motion of the agent is determined by the closest motion to the intended motion of an operator among the turnover-free motions. In addition, we propose a force feedback technique for an operator to recognize the inconsistency between the reactive and intended motions of an agent. If the agent controlled by an operator is faced with danger, the operator feels reflective force generated by the force feedback joystick for preventing the operator from controlling the agent beyond the safe boundaries. Thus, reflective force makes it possible that the operator drives the agent without turnovers. An example of the supervisory control is shown in Fig. 1 . An agent moves to A according to an operator's command. From A to C, the agent is autonomously controlled for avoiding turnovers since it detects a potential turnover area. From C, the agent is controlled by an operator since the agent escapes from danger of turnovers. Again, the agent is autonomously controlled for turnover prevention from D to E. As described above, the operator's intended direction of the agent is modified by the autonomously controlled www.intechopen.com direction for turnover prevention in the case that the agent detects potential turnovers. Also, whenever the agent is autonomously controlled, the operator feels reflective force and is able to recognize the modified agent motion. However, in the case that there is no danger of turnovers, the agent is controlled by an operator.
System Configuration
The teleoperation system consists of a remote control system (RCS) and a mobile agent system (MAS) as shown in Fig. 2 . The RCS and the MAS communicate with each other via wireless Ethernet communication. Control signals and sensor data are denoted in Table 1 . The RCS receives input force F o (t) from an operator via a force feedback joystick, and the joystick position P J (t) is determined by F o (t). Then, velocity command V cmd (t) of the agent is determined from P J (t) by a position-to-velocity matcher, where V cmd (t) consists of the translational velocity v(t) and rotational velocity ω(t). Here, each velocity can be controlled independently since the agent used in this research is a differential-drive machine which has two individually motorized tracks. The operator's command V cmd (t) is restricted by a turnover prevention controller for avoiding potential turnovers using predicted terrain data Tr(t) transmitted from the MAS. Finally, the resultant velocity command V d (t) for turnover prevention is transmitted to the MAS for actually controlling the agent without turnovers. Also, reflective force F R (t) is generated by P ub (t) to P lb (t), where P ub (t) and P lb (t) are determined by upper and lower bounds, V ub (t) and V lb (t), for turnover-free ranges of v(t) and ω(t), respectively. As a result of force reflection, an operator can intuitively recognize whether the agent motion is restricted for turnover prevention or not. 
Symbols
Descriptions F O (t) Input force by an operator's command F R (t) Reflective force generated by the force feedback joystick
Upper and lower bounds of the translational and rotational velocities for avoiding turnovers P ub (t), P lb (t) Joystick positions determined by V ub (t) and V lb (t) V cmd (t)
Control command of the agent determined by P J (t) V d (t)
Desired velocities for turnover prevention determined by V cmd (t), V ub (t) and V lb (t) I tr (t) Terrain image data obtained by the camera vision with the structured laser light
Tr(t)
Terrain data obtained after image processing of I tr (t)
Desired spinning speeds of the actual motors
Actual spinning speeds of the motors ) (t q Encoder data of the motors Table 1 . Symbols of control signals and sensor data.
The MAS is composed of a mobile agent and a proposed terrain-prediction sensor module. The ROBHAZ-DT which is developed by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) and Yujin Robotics Co., Ltd. is employed as an actual mobile agent. KIST and Yujin Robitcs Co., Ltd. are developing various ROBHAZ-series with high mobility for conducting dangerous tasks such as rescue mission, explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), mine exclusion and scout. The ROBHAZ-DT3 conducted military missions such as reconnaissance and explosive detection with Korean troops in Iraq for six months in 2004. Also, the improved model Roscue of the ROBHAZ took first, second and third prizes for rescue robots at the RoboCup 2004 in USA, the RoboCup 2005 in Japan and the RoboCup 2006 in Germany, respectively. For more information about the ROBHAZ-series, you can found at http://www.robhaz.com. The ROBHAZ-DT used in this research is an early prototype with double tracks as shown in Fig. 3 . The MAS computes the desired spinning speeds ) ( d t q & of two drive wheels for the desired velocity command V d (t) received from the RCS, and sends them to the embedded controllers that control the actual motors to achieve the desired spinning speeds through internal feedback control loops with encoder data q(t). Next, front terrain data Tr(t) for turnover prevention are obtained by the terrain-prediction sensor module, which projects a structured laser light on the front terrain and detects the projected line using a web camera. In this case, the laser-line segment is extracted from terrain image data I tr (t) on the camera image plane for obtaining Tr(t). Finally, the obtained terrain data Tr(t) is transmitted to the RCS for turnover prevention. Let time T s be the communication period between the RCS and the MAS. Then time T s should satisfy
where T a is the maximum delay for sensor acquisition and T d is the maximum delay for wireless communication. If the accessible range of IEEE 802.11b based Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) used in our system covers the locations of both RCS and MAS, the round-trip time delay 2T d (less than 0.29 ms) can be neglected as compared with time T a (less than 100 ms). As the sum of communication packet sizes of both control signals and sensor data is less than 200 bytes (or 1600 bits) and the IEEE 802.11b standard promises data rates up to 11 Mbps, the time delay 2T d can be bounded in 0.29 ms. Although the coverage of the WLANs is reduced in crowded areas, the coverage can be easily expanded by establishing additive wireless Access Points (APs) in the areas. Also, the motion control of the agent can be completed in time T s since the motion control time is much less than T a and the motion control is conducted simultaneously with sensor acquisition. Hereafter, the translational velocity v(t) and the rotational velocity ω(t) will be discretely described as v(k) and ω(k), based on time index k which denotes time t = kT s . Of course, control signals and sensor data will also be described with k instead of t. 
Basic Assumptions
Basic assumptions are introduced for terrain prediction and turnover prevention control as follows:
1. The communication period T s between the RCS and the MAS ensures enough time to complete the terrain data acquisition and the motion control of the agent, taking into consideration the maximum time delay for wireless communication. 2. No turnover occurs between the starting position of the agent and the first detected terrain position by the terrain-prediction sensor since the agent is impossible to avoid turnovers without terrain sensor data. 3. The process for terrain data acquisition is fast enough to obtain sufficient terrain data for turnover prevention control at each time instant. At least much more than two are available within the longitudinal length of the agent while the agent moves at its normal speed. 4. The agent is represented as one lumped mass located at its center of gravity (CG) with appropriate mass and inertia properties since all components of the agent move together. The point mass at the CG, with appropriate rotational moments of inertia, is dynamically equivalent to the agent itself for all motions in which it is reasonable to assume the agent to be rigid (Gillespie, 1992) . 5. The agent has a trapezoidal velocity profile. That is, the translational acceleration of the agent is determined by constant values such as a c for accelerated motion, 0 for uniform motion and −a c for decelerated motion.
6. The motion controllers of the agent control the translational acceleration with tolerable errors according to the reference inputs such as a c , 0 and −a c . Therefore, we do not consider the variation of the acceleration depending on the various terrain types such as rocky and sandy terrain. 7. The agent is able to reduce its translational velocity from v max to 0 for a distance of D tr , where D tr is the reference distance to the front terrain detected for turnover prevention control at each time instant. In other words, D tr is defined to satisfy the condition D tr >v 2 max /2a c . Thus, taking the condition for D tr into consideration, the configuration of the terrain-prediction sensor module such as the orientations of the camera and the laser-line generator should be determined. According to this assumption, even though the agent detects inevitable turnover terrain at a distance of D tr , it can reduce the translational velocity and stop before arriving at the detected terrain.
Front Terrain Prediction

Terrain-prediction Sensor Module
We develop a low-cost terrain-prediction sensor module for obtaining front terrain data in advance. As shown in Fig. 4 , the developed terrain-prediction sensor module consists of a web camera, a laser-line generator and an inclinometer, and is attached to the ROBHAZ-DT. The laser-line generator LM-6535ML6D developed by Lanics Co., Ltd. is used to project a line segment on front terrain. The fan angle and line width of the laser-line generator are 60° and 1 mm, respectively. The wavelength of the laser beam ranges from 645 nm to 665 nm and the optical output power is 25 mW. The complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) web camera ZECA-MV402 developed by Mtekvision Co., Ltd. is used to detect the line segment projected onto the front terrain. The inclinometer 3DM developed by MicroStrain Inc. is used to measure the absolute angles from 0° to 360° on both yaw and pitch axes, and from −70° to 70° on the roll axis with respect to the universal frame. The data of the inclinometer are obtained via RS232 Serial interface. 
Acquisition of Vision Data
For terrain data acquisition, we first propose an image processing method for extracting a projected laser line from an original camera image where the image size is 320×240 pixels.
The partitioning an image into regions such as an object and the background is called segmentation (Jain, 1995) . A binary image for an object and the background is obtained using an appropriate segmentation of a gray scale image. If the intensity values of an object are in an interval and the intensity values of the background pixels are outside this interval, a binary image can be obtained using a thresholding operation that sets the points in that interval to 1 and points outside that interval to 0. Thus, for binary vision, segmentation and thresholding are synonymous.
Thresholding is a method to convert a gray scale image into a binary image so that objects of interest are separated from the background. For thresholding to be effective in objectbackground separation, it is necessary that the objects and background have sufficient contrast and that we know the intensity levels of either the objects or the background. In a fixed thresholding scheme, these intensity characteristics determined the value of the threshold. In this research, a laser line is an object to be separated from the background. Since a laser line is lighter than the background, an original image F(u 1 ,u 2 ) for u 1 =1,…,320 and u 2 =1,…,240 can be partitioned into the laser line and the background using a thresholding operation as follows:
where F T (u 1 ,u 2 ) is the resulting binary image and T is a threshold. By (2), F T (u 1 ,u 2 ) has 1 for the laser line and 0 for the background. The results of producing an image using different thresholds are shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 (b) shows the resulting image with T=150. The left and right sides of the projected laser line is not separated from the background since the intensity values of both sides of the line are outside the interval. For detecting both sides of the line, an image is obtained using T=120 as shown in Fig. 5 (c) . As compared with T=150, more parts of the line are detected. Finally, the binary image with T=100 is shown in Fig. 5 (d) . Although the resulting image includes more parts of the line as compared with T=150 and T=120, some parts of the background pixels are wrong detected as the line since the intensity of some background pixels are in the interval. As shown in these examples, the threshold of the fixed threshold method should be appropriately determined according to the application domain. In other words, we have to change the threshold whenever the domain is changed. Also, the threshold needs to be changed for an illumination change. In this research, we propose an adaptive vertical threshold scheme in order to separate the laser line from the background regardless of an illumination change. The concept of the proposed threshold scheme is shown in Fig. 6 . Although the intensity of both sides of the line is weaker than the intensity of the center of the line, the artificial laser light is lighter than other pixels on its vertical line. Using this fact, we define a threshold for the uth vertical line as follows:
where u=1,…,320. As shown in (3), the vertical threshold T v (u) is adaptively determined as the maximum intensity of the pixels on the uth vertical line even though the intensity of illumination is changed. Using T v (u), each vertical line is thresholded as follows:
Finally, the resulting binary image is obtained by the union of F VT (u,u 2 ) for u as follows:
That is, the detected laser line is the region for F VT (u 1 ,u 2 )=1. The results of producing an image using the adaptive vertical threshold scheme are shown in Fig. 7 . For the low intensity of illumination, the projected laser line is shown in Fig. 7 (a). In this case, the entire laser line is obtained as shown in Fig. 7 (b) . For the high intensity of illumination, it is hard to distinguish the laser line from the background as shown in Fig. 7 (c) . However, the entire line is also obtained by the proposed vertical threshold scheme as shown in Fig.  7 (d) . That is, the adaptive vertical threshold scheme is not sensitive to an illumination change. Thus, the vertical threshold scheme can be directly applied to various application domains. 
Acquisition of 3D Information
In this section, we obtain 3D information from the detected laser line on the 2D camera image using the geometry of the terrain-prediction sensor module. The mobile base frame {B} of the agent and the camera frame {C} of the terrain prediction sensor with respect to the universal frame {U} are depicted in Fig. 8 , where the Y c -axis is set parallel with the Y b -axis. The X b -axis of {B} is parallel with the heading direction of the agent and the Z b -axis is normal to the surface of the ground. The Y b -axis is defined perpendicular to the X b -Z b plane and its direction is determined by the right-hand-rule (RHR). The origin of {B} is the agent center position (ACP), which is the projected point of the CG on the X b -Y b plane. In this research, all other coordinate systems are also defined in accordance with the RHR. According to the relation between {B} and {C}, point where f is the focal length of the camera, θ lp is the projection angle of the laser line on the image plane, and b' is the distance between the center of the camera lens C and the www.intechopen.com intersection L' of the Z c -axis and the laser beam. According to the Sine's Law, the distance b' in triangle ∆LCL' can be obtained as follows:
where b is the baseline distance between the center of the laser line generator L and the camera center C. By (7) and (8), point P img (u 1 ,u 2 )∈R 2 on the image plane can be transformed 
Acquisition of Terrain Parameters
The terrain data at a distance of D tr in front of the agent consist of the roll and pitch angles of the agent set on that terrain. As shown in Fig. 10 , the roll angle of the front terrain relative to the current roll angle of the agent is predicted as follows:
where D track is a distance between the right and left tracks of the agent. P' bR (k) and P' bL (k) are the contact points of the right and left tracks with the front terrain at a distance of D tr , where P' bR (k) and P' bL (k) are denoted as (x' bR (k),y' bR (k),z' bR (k)) and (x' bL (k),y' bL (k),z' bL (k)), respectively. P' bR (k) and P' bL (k) are obtained as following steps:
1. Store the detected points P bR (k) and P bL (k) for the right and left tracks on the laser line and the translational velocity v(k) in the memory at time k. 2. For each time instant, find the minimum times ∆k 1 and ∆k 2 satisfying the following conditions:
where θ 3DM−Pitch (k) is the pitch angle of the agent obtained by the inclinometer at time k relative to {U}. 3. Using ∆k 1 and ∆k 2 satisfying (10) and (11), obtain P' bR (k) and P' bL (k) by the linear interpolation of P bR (k−∆k 1 +1) and P bR (k−∆k 1 ) and the linear interpolation of P bL (k−∆k 2 +1) and P bL (k−∆k 2 ), respectively.
Finally, the roll angle relative to {U} is obtained from the predicted roll angle ∆θ Roll (k) relative to {B} as follows:
where θ 3DM−Roll (k) is the roll angle of the agent obtained by the inclinometer at time k relative to {U}. Fig. 10 . Predicted roll angle ∆θ Roll (k) at a distance of D tr relative to the roll angle at time k by using interpolated points P' bL (k) and P' bR (k) at time k.
As shown in Fig. 11 , the pitch angle of the front terrain relative to the current pitch angle of the agent is predicted by the terrain data obtained at times k and k−∆k 3 as follows:
where ∆k 3 is the minimum time satisfying the condition L fr ≤|P' bF (k)P' bF (k-∆k 3 )|. Here, L fr is the length of the agent tracks, and |P' bF (k)P' bF (k-∆k 3 )| is the distance between points P' bF (k) and P' bF (k-∆k 3 ). Point P' bF (k) is defined by points P' bR (k) and P' bL (k) as follows:
To obtain the distance |P' bF (k)P' bF (k-∆k 3 )|, point P bF (k-∆k 3 ) relative to base frame {B(k−∆k 3 )} defined at time k−∆k 3 needs to be transformed into point P' bF (k-∆k 3 ) relative to {B(k)} (or {B}) defined at time k as follows:
The second term on the right-hand side of (15) indicates the displacement vector between {B(k−∆k 3 )} and {B(k)}. Finally, the pitch angle relative to {U} is obtained by the predicted pitch angle ∆θ Pitch (k) as follows: Fig. 11 . Predicted pitch angle ∆θ Pitch (k) at a distance of D tr relative to the pitch angle at time k by using interpolated points P' bF (k) and P' bF (k−∆k 3 ) at times k and k−∆k 3 , respectively.
Turnover Prevention through Prediction
In this section, a turnover prevention algorithm for preventing the agent from pitching over or rolling over is discussed. The pitchover-free range of the translational acceleration and the rollover-free range of the rotational velocity are determined by using the predictedterrain sensor data. According to both ranges, the translational and rotational velocities of the agent are controlled for pitchover and rollover prevention.
Dynamics of the Agent
In order to determine turnover constraints for the agent moving through unknown terrain, we adopt the quasi-static rollover analysis of a rigid vehicle (Gillespie, 1992) . By assuming the ROBHAZ-DT as a rigid vehicle, the deflections of the suspensions and tracks need not be considered in the analysis. The external forces acting on the agent consist of the friction forces between the vehicle and ground, the normal force, and the gravity force. The total friction force F, tangent to the X b -Y b plane, can be defined as follows:
where f Xb and f Yb are the components tangent and normal to the heading direction of the agent, respectively. By modifying the dynamic-motion equations for the car-like agent described by Shiller (Shiller, 1991) , the motion equation for a differential-drive agent moving through unknown terrain can be described in terms of the translational velocity v and the translational acceleration a as follows: 18) where N is the magnitude of the normal force in the direction of Z b , m is the lumped mass of the agent, and r is the turning radius of the agent. Radius r can be represented as v/ω since the agent is a differential-drive vehicle. Parameters f Xb , f Yb and N can be obtained by the dot products of the unit vectors X b , Y b and Z b with (18), respectively, as follows: 
where θ Roll and θ Pitch are determined according to the conventional method of the X-Y-Z fixed angles.
Pitchover Prevention Control
The force distribution of the agent is depicted in Figs. 12 (a) and 12 (b) when the agent pitches over CCW and CW about the Y b -axis, respectively. At the point where the agent is about to pitch over CCW, the total normal force N and the friction force f Xb of the agent are applied on the only front endpoint of the track. Thus the moment on the agent created by those forces should satisfy the condition f Xb h+NL fr /2≥0 for preventing a pitchover in a CCW direction, where h is the height of the center of gravity (CG) of the agent. In the same way, the moment on the agent should satisfy the condition f Xb h-NL fr /2≤0 for preventing a pitchover in a CW direction, where forces N and f Xb are applied on the only rear endpoint of the track. The resultant condition for preventing a pitchover can be determined by combining the above conditions as follows:
Substituting (19) and (21) into (25) transforms the resultant condition to an inequality equation in a as follows: Hereafter, the upper and lower bounds of a in (26) are denoted as a ub and a lb , respectively. Bounds a ub and a lb are represented as surfaces in θ Roll -θ Pitch -a space as shown in Fig. 13 , where θ Roll and θ Pitch replace k Xb and k Zb in (26). That is, the inner region between the upper and lower surfaces indicates a safe region of the translational acceleration for preventing a pitchover. In this case, the permitted accelerations of the agent for accelerated, uniform and decelerated motions are represented as three planes a=a c , a=0 and a=−a c in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 . Graphical analysis of the condition for preventing a pitchover (a c : normal acceleration of the agent). According to the relation of the two surfaces and the three planes, five possible cases of a pitchover are defined as shown in Fig. 14. Each case is determined by the intersection curves of two surfaces with three planes. According to the five cases, the control strategies of the translational velocity for pitchover prevention are described in Table 2 . For pitchover prevention control, the pitchover possibility is determined by the front terrain data which are predicted by the terrain-prediction sensor. When the agent detects the terrain for the absolute pitchover CW or CCW case, the agent must decelerate to zero because all permitted accelerations of the agent are beyond the boundary of the safe region of the translational acceleration and thus the agent will unconditionally pitch over at the detected terrain. As a result of deceleration, the agent can stop before arriving at the dangerous terrain. For the potential pitchover CW case, the agent must maintain its velocity or decelerate since it is allowed to only move in uniform and decelerated motions to avoid the CW pitchover. Especially, if the agent detects the terrain where it must decelerate in order to prevent from pitching over CW, it will decelerate and stop before it reaches that terrain. That is, the agent does not enter that pitchover region since it already stops at around the vicinity of the region. On the other hand, in the case of the potential pitchover CCW case, the agent must maintain its velocity or accelerate to avoid the CCW pitchover. In this case, the agent can not accelerate further after its translational velocity reaches the maximum velocity. At this point of view, the agent must decelerate and stop before it arrives at that terrain. The potential pitchover CW case is similar to the potential pitchover CCW case explained before. Finally, in the no pitchover case, the agent is allowed to move in accelerated, uniform and decelerated motions. In other words, the agent need not be controlled for pitchover prevention. 
Cases Permissible acc. ranges Possible motions Control strategies
Rollover Prevention Control
The force distribution of the agent is depicted in Figs. 15 (a) and 15 (b) where the agent rolls over CCW and CW, respectively. In the case where the agent is about to roll over CCW, the total normal force N and the friction force f Yb of the agent are applied on the only left track. Thus, the moment on the agent created by those forces should satisfy the condition f Yb h+NW b /2≥0 for preventing a rollover in a CCW direction. In the same way, the moment on the agent should satisfy the condition f Yb h-NW b /2≤0 for preventing a rollover in a CW www.intechopen.com direction where the forces N and f Yb are applied on the only right track as shown in Fig. 15  (b) . Therefore, the resultant condition to prevent a rollover can be determined by combining the above conditions as follows:
Substituting (20) and (21) into (27) transforms the resultant condition to an inequality equation in v and ω as follows: Hereafter, the upper and lower bounds of vω in (28) are denoted as (vω) ub and (vω) lb , respectively. In this case, the translational velocity v is determined by the operator's command and the condition of pitchover prevention. Thus, for the given v, the inequality equation (28) can be represented in terms of ω as follows:
where ∆v is the maximum increase of the translational velocity while the agent is moving the distance of D tr : ∆v=−v+(v 2 +2a c D tr ) 1/2 . Due to the motor torque constraints, translational velocity v+∆v is restricted by v max . Here, the upper and lower bounds in (29) are denoted as ω ub and ω lb , respectively. The rollover-free region of the rotational velocity is defined as the inner region between surfaces ω ub and ω lb in θ Roll -θ Pitch -ω space as shown in Fig. 16 . In this figure, three planes ω=ω max , ω=0 and ω=−ω max for the rotational velocity are also depicted with the surfaces, where ω max is the maximum rotational velocity of the agent. According to the relation of the two surfaces and the three planes, the control regions for rollover prevention are defined as shown in Fig. 17 . The boundaries b ui and b lj for i,j=1,2,3 are determined by the intersection curves of surfaces ω ub and ω lb with the three planes, respectively. According to the five control regions, the control strategies of the translational and rotational velocities for rollover prevention are described in Table 3 . For the free moving region A, the rotational velocity of the agent can be determined for the entire permissible range from −ω max to ω max . That is, the operator can control the agent with no restriction for the rotational velocity. On the contrary, for the restricted regions B1 and B2, the rotational velocity must be restricted for preventing a rollover. If the detected terrain is in B1, the rotational velocity is truncated to range from −ω max to ω ub since ω ub <ω max . Especially, for the region between b u2 and b u3 , the agent is allowed to only turn right since ω ub <0. In other words, the agent cannot turn left and go straight. For the region B2, the rotational velocity is truncated to range from ω lb to ω max since −ω max <ω lb . Similarly to the case of B1, for the region between b l2 and b l3 , the agent is allowed to only turn left since ω ub <0. Finally, if the detected terrain is in the uncontrollable regions C1 and C2, the agent must stop before arriving at that terrain because the whole range from −ω max to ω max is beyond the safe range from ω ub to ω lb and the agent will unconditionally roll over at that terrain. Fig. 16 . Graphical analysis of the condition for preventing a rollover (ω max : maximum rotational velocity of the agent). Fig. 17 . Control regions for rollover prevention according to roll and pitch angles (A: free moving region; B1, B2: restricted regions; C1, C2: uncontrollable regions).
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Control regions
Rollover-free ranges of the rotational vel.
Control strategies
Free moving region A −ω max ≤ω≤ω max (ω ub ≥ω max and ω lb ≤−ω max )
Needless
Restricted Reduce the translational velocity to zero/Stop Table 3 . Control strategies for preventing the rollover of the agent.
Reflective Force Generation
Force Reflection System
It is possible that turnover prevention control can cause inconsistencies between the driving command of the operator and the reactive motion of the agent. Thus, a reflective force is generated to compensate the inconsistencies. The experimental setup for force reflection is depicted in Fig. 18 . The WingMan Force Pro joystick of Logitech is employed as a 2 DOF force feedback joystick which not only receives a command of an operator but also generates a reflective force. The joystick interface is developed by using the Microsoft DirectX 8.0 Software Development Kit (SDK) . The positions about the X-axis and the Y-axis of the joystick coordinates determine the rotational and translational velocities of the agent, respectively. Fig. 18 . Experimental setup for force reflection with the Logitech Wingman Force Pro joystick.
Position-based Reflective Force for Turnover Prevention
The position-based force F R is depicted in Fig. 19 . The force F R is determined by the position q about the axis of the joystick coordinates as follows: where the parameters of the position-based force are described in Table 4 . If q is apart from q offset , the reflective force is generated for pushing the joystick to q offset . In other words, the position-based force makes it difficult for the operator to push the joystick far from q offset . The force parameters F PS and k PC for q>q offset and the parameters F NS and k NC for q<q offset can be determined independently. In addition, as the dead-band for the reflective force can be defined by W DB around q offset , no reflective force is generated if q is located between (q offset −W DB ) and (q offset +W DB ). Thus, the sensitivity to a slight displacement of q around q offset can be reduced. F NS The maximum force on the negative side of q offset -10 4 10 4 F PS The maximum force on the positive side of q offset -10 4 10 4 Table 4 . Parameters of the position-based reflective force.
For pitchover prevention, the reflective force about the Y-axis of the joystick coordinates is generated as shown in Fig. 20 (a) . As described in Section 4.2, if the agent detects pitchovers at front terrain, it must keep its translational velocity or decelerate to zero to avoid a pitchover. That is, the desired translational velocity v d for pitchover prevention is set as the current translational velocity of the agent or decreased continuously. Through the reflective force, the operator recognizes that the translational velocity is restricted by v d . If the operator pushes the joystick in the positive direction above the joystick position for v d , he/she will feel a repulsive force in the negative direction. On the other hand, if the operator pulls the joystick in the negative direction below the joystick position for v d , he/she will feel no reflective force. Therefore, the operator can recognize the upper limit v d for pitchover prevention by the repulsive force. The parameters of the reflective force are determined as q offset =f 1 (v d ), W DB =10 2 , F NS =0, F PS = 10 4 , k NS =0 and k PS =10 4 , where f 1 (·) is a mapping function of the desired translational velocity onto the joystick position. In this case, the only q offset is changed according to the desired translational velocity v d for pitchover prevention. For rollover prevention, a reflective force about the X-axis is generated as shown in Fig. 20 (b) . If the agent detects a possible rollover at the front terrain, the safety range of its rotational velocity is determined to avoid rollovers as discussed in Section 4.3. The operator can detect the safety range through the reflective force while driving the agent. If the operator maneuvers the agent within this safety range of the rotational velocity, no reflective force is generated. Thus, the operator can drive the agent without any restriction. However, if the operator pushes the joystick beyond the safety region, he will feel a reflective force which pushes the joystick in the direction of the safety region. That is, if the operator pushes the joystick above the joystick position for the upper bound of the safety region, the reflective force in the negative direction is generated to prevent from being pushed in the positive direction. Also, in the case where the operator pushes the joystick below the joystick position for the lower bound of the safety region, the reflective force in the positive direction is generated to prevent from being pushed in the negative direction. The parameters q offset and W DB of the reflective force about the X-axis are determined according to the safety region of the rotational velocity as follows: where f 2 (·) is a mapping function of the center of the safety region onto the joystick position and f 3 (·) is a mapping function of the width of the safety region onto the dead-band of the reflective force. The other parameters are determined as F NS =10 4 , F PS =10 4 , k NS =10 4 and k PS =10 4 . In this case, the parameters q offset and W DB are changed according to the safety region for rollover prevention. As a result of reflective force generation, the operator can intuitively determine how to drive the agent for turnover prevention. Fig. 20 . Reflective forces for recognizing (a) the desired translational velocity for pitchover prevention and (b) the safe region of the rotational velocity for rollover prevention.
Experimental Results
Two experiments were carried out with the ROBHAZ-DT in order to verify the feasibility of the proposed turnover prevention algorithm. The sampling time T s was set as 100 ms. Two resultant paths of the agent moving on the sloped terrain are depicted in Fig. 21 . The system parameters for the experiments are described in Table 5 .
Parameters
Descriptions v max =860
The maximum translational velocity [mm/s] ω max =90
The maximum rotational velocity [°/s] a c =1500
The normal acceleration [mm/s 2 ]
The width between two tracks of the agent [cm]
The height of the center of gravity of the agent [cm] D tr =68
The reference distance for the turnover prevention [cm] Table 5 . System parameters for the experiments about turnover prevention.
(a) (b) Fig. 21 . Resultant paths of the ROBHAZ-DT moving on the sloped terrain: (a) Path1 for h 1 =25 cm, and (b) Path2 for h 2 =70 cm where the solid line segment indicates the controlled path for turnover prevention.
The first experiment was carried out with an only mobile base of the ROBHAZ-DT, where h 1 =25 cm. The agent moved for 6.7 s as shown in Path1 of Fig. 21 (a) . The terrain data at a distance of D tr in front of the agent are depicted in Fig. 22 (a) . These terrain data were predicted by the terrain-prediction sensor and used for turnover prevention. In this experiment, no turnover was detected in the front terrain and thus the translational and rotational velocities of the agent need not be controlled for turnover prevention. That is, the desired translational velocity v d for pitchover prevention was set as the maximum translational velocity v max and the safety region of the rotational velocity covered the whole range of the rotational velocity of the agent as shown in Fig. 22 (b) . Also, reflective force for turnover prevention was not generated and thus the operator could freely control the agent as shown in Figs.22 (c) and 22 (d) . The second experiment was carried out using the mobile base with a manipulator. In this experiment, we assumed that the configuration of the manipulator was fixed while the agent was in motion since the action of the manipulator might bring about a change of the center of gravity (CG) of the agent. In this case, although the CG of the agent was not changed, the height of the CG rose up to h 2 =70 cm due to the mass of the manipulator attached to the mobile base. In the second experiment, the agent moved for 6.3 s as shown in Path2 of Fig. 21 (b) . The solid line segment of Path2 indicates that the agent was autonomously controlled for turnover prevention. Especially, at A and B of Path2, the intended direction of the operator is modified for turnover prevention. If the agent is still controlled by the operator at A and B, it will overturn soon. The terrain data at a distance of D tr in front of the agent are depicted in Fig. 23 (a) . In this case, the agent detected turnovers in the front terrain and thus the translational and rotational velocities of the agent were controlled as shown in Fig. 23 (b) . For the given terrain data at each time instant, the desired translational velocity v d was autonomously controlled for pitchover prevention and the translational velocity v cmd of the operator's command was restricted by v d . As shown in Fig. 23 (b) , the resultant translational velocity v was decelerated by −a c and accelerated by a c to follow the desired velocity v d . Also, the upper bound ω ub of the safety region of the rotational velocity was determined for rollover prevention and the rotational velocity ω cmd of the operator's command was restricted by ω ub . At A and B of Fig. 23 (b) , the resultant rotational velocity ω was restricted by ω ub , since ω cmd exceeded ω ub . Here, A and B of Fig. 23 (b) correspond to A and B of Fig. 21 (b) , respectively. As shown in Fig. 23 (c) , when the joystick position for v cmd exceeded v d , the reflective force about the Y-axis was generated in the negative direction. As a result, the operator felt a repulsive force preventing him/her from pushing above the position for v d , and hence recognized that the translational velocity of the agent was restricted by v d for pitchover prevention. Also, when the joystick position for ω cmd exceeded the upper bound of the safety region, the reflective force about the X-axis was generated in the negative direction and vice versa. Thus, through the reflective force, the operator could intuitively recognize the safety region of the rotational velocity for rollover prevention and thus be guided to control the rotational velocity within the safety range. 
Conclusions
The turnover prevention control algorithm of a teleoperated mobile agent was presented. For online prediction of front terrain, a low-cost terrain prediction sensor composed of a camera vision, a laser line generator, and an inclinometer was developed. The terrain parameters were obtained by finding structured laser line projected onto the front terrain and used for turnover prevention control through the quasi-static rollover analysis. As a result of turnover prevention control, the translational and rotational velocities of the agent were restricted. However, the velocity restriction for turnover prevention may bring about the inconsistencies between the intended motion and the reactive motion of the agent. Thus, the force reflection technique was proposed in order to compensate the inconsistencies. Through the position-based reflective force, the operator could intuitively recognize how the agent should be controlled to avoid turnovers. Finally, based on the experimental results, we found that the agent can even avoid turnovers in unknown sloped terrain.
Future Works
In future works, the proposed algorithm for a mobile manipulator with a moving manipulator will be studied. As the manipulator motion brings about a change of center of gravity, a change of the center of gravity of the agent needs to be considered simultaneously.
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